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introduction
Laurentian Architecture Laurentienne’s First Nations, Métis and Inuit (FNMI) Dialogue Day provided a forum for conversations with the FNMI
communities of Sudbury and the surrounding
area, exploring ideas for the new School of Architecture at Laurentian University to be built in
downtown Sudbury at Elm and Elgin Street. The
full-day workshop was an opportunity to explore,
imagine and integrate FNMI ideas, creativity and
wisdom into the design of the new School.
Deeply influenced by our Northern surroundings
and communities, the Laurentian School of Architecture was honoured to have the FNMI community participate in helping shape new relationships and space.
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“Architecture and design,
is the area where the least
progress has been made.”
The Production of Aboriginal Spaces: Musagetes Sudbury Café

project background
This report is a record document of many fruitful research conversations, idea generations and interpretation leading up to the Dialogue Day. It sets the stage for our ongoing
discussions.
From the outset of Laurentian’s decision to establish a new School of Architecture, a
meaningful dialogue with Sudbury’s FNMI communities has been recognized as an essential component of both the design process and the ongoing success of the School.
This is evidenced by the central focus placed on FNMI people in the Northern Ontario
School of Architecture (NOSOA) Feasibility Study, published in 2008.
Our consultative process leading up to this event involved numerous conversations with
members of Sudbury’s FNMI community; a literature review of multiple reports, papers
and books related to the event; and brainstorming with individuals representing various
communities. A lively forum evolved, and together, the group members were able to
reach consensus on the kind of event which would be best suited to allow for a meaningful contribution to the development of the School. More than the “pre-planning” of the
event, this collaborative thinking was the beginning of the dialogue process itself.
It is often diﬃcult for Client groups and Architects to hear and process thoughts and
ideas from stakeholders, without the process becoming “design by committee”. The
challenge is to listen and help prioritise ideas without promising an unedited inclusion of
every wish and thought oﬀered. It is often diﬃcult for the general public to distinguish
between design issues and an analysis of their needs. For this reason, we chose to begin
the event with an “educational and cultural” component, followed by a guided “collaborative brainstorming” component for our methodology of the dialogue.
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pre-planning
topics of discussion
These subjects formed the basis of preliminary discussions in developing the course of
the dialogue day.
1.

Community – The discussion was centred first and foremost around how we
could engage the FNMI community.

2.

Curriculum Development – What qualifies as FNMI subjects and
approaches to learning, how might this knowledge best be integrated into the
curriculum, and who should be teaching it at the new school?

3.

methodology
During the organisation of the FNMI dialogue, five focus points were recognised as foundational to furthering a common understanding of FNMI Culture, providing education
on how to speak about architecture, and addressing and processing the various expectations of those in attendance.

educational + cultural component
1.

2.

Recruitment – How best to attract students and professors for the school?
How to recruit students in remote communities? Will there need to be diﬀerent
entrance requirements for students from remote and diﬀerent education
systems? A number of ideas were originally discussed dealing with “outreach”
strategies.

4.

Partnership Development – It is important to develop cultural and
business connections with service providers in the Greater Sudbury Area to work
on ways to engage with social agencies in the surrounding area to ensure nondisplacement of people and programs.

5.

Design + Spatial thoughts – The basis of spatial discussions will be the
content presentations and the personal experiences of those in attendance.
“Architects and designers . . . are the missing link between visual artists and a
new generation of First Nations doctors, lawyers and activists who are improving
the lives of their communities”.

Establish a base understanding of architectural language and thought in order to
assure that no one is left behind during conversations, and allow for a more
in-depth discussion of the issues to take place.
Acknowledge FNMI wisdom through a discussion of Sustainability that is
already embedded in the skill set of the design team, the building and the
project. Establishing this approach is already part of the project’s baseline.
(Reference to Seven Generations and the Circle of Life philosophies).

collaborative brainstorming component
3.

4.

5.

Using a less formal brainstorming structure to provide a forum for every person
to have a voice as a constructive contributor to the design, building,
recruitment and curriculum development process.
Prioritise “brainstorming” results to manage expectations vis-à-vis wish lists.
Re-categorize lists, reformatting whimsical ideas into important issues to take
forward to the design team.
Establish an interest in, and a protocol for, future communications with members
of Sudbury’s FNMI communities.

The Production of Aboriginal Spaces : Musagetes text quotes

“The First Nations need to take control
of the production of space, with all that
it implies in terms of organization and
entrepreneurship. When they do, it will
mark a new plateau of cultural selfdetermination.”
The Production of Aboriginal Spaces : Musagetes text quotes
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summary of events
10:00am

arrival

Participants arrived, were welcomed and provided with an event kit, including an agenda
for the day, media waiver forms, pens and notebooks. Bannock, jams and refreshments
were provided by local Aboriginal caterers.
A total of 61 people participated in the day’s events.
Sara Heppner-Waldston, Graphic Recorder, set up visualisations for the day.

10:30am

introductions

Susan Shawbonquit, Executive Director of the Centre for Youth Innovation, set the tone
for the day as the event’s Moderator.
Hilda Nadjiwan and Jerry Otowadjiwon, Community Elders, opened the Dialogue.
Carol McAulay, Head of the Steering Committee for Laurentian Architecture Laurentienne, spoke to the origins and development of the School of Architecture project.
Sheila Cote-Meek, LU Associate Vice President, Academic and Indigenous Programs,
spoke to the robust FNMI educational initiatives at Laurentian and their importance to
the University and the Greater Sudbury community.

11:30am

story telling

Jake Chakasim and Keesic Douglas in conversation.
Jake is a graduate of Ryerson University’s Master of Architecture program, having
completed a thesis on Interpretive Aboriginal Architecture. Keesic is a film maker and
outreach worker with OCADU’s Transitional Year Program for Native Studies. He is a
member of the Rama Nation. Together, they discussed their experiences studying and
working in the creative industry. This took the form of storytelling in response to questions from the audience.
Ted Kesik, Sustainability Engineer at the University of Toronto’s Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape and Design, and a member of the LAL’s design team, presented on Sustainability, Aboriginal Culture, on the Spirit of Place and Seven Generations philosophy and
ideas. His comments gave rise to the defining question of the day: Why have we come
together today, and what are we hoping to come away with at the conclusion of our
Dialogue?
Each talk was followed by a brief Question + Answer period.
10
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12:30pm

break for lunch

Ann-Marie Recollet and Bridget Elliot, provided a traditional oﬀering of Corn Soup and
Indian Tacos on behalf of The N’Swakamok Friendship Centre.
Jake Chakasim, Joules Koostachin, Keesic Douglas, Ted Kesik and Janna Levitt,
ran videos during the break on a series of computer monitors set up to one side of the
space.

1:00pm

idea sharing

The afternoon session began with people separating into eight small round-table groups,
each organised around specifically targeted questions proposed by The Moment and
the Design Team. Each table had two facilitators and participants were able to visit
three tables of their choice, each for a half-hour discussion. The ideas generated in the
breakout sessions were documented and presented back to the larger group for further
commentary.
The Idea Sharing breakout sessions for each round table were as follows:

Table 1: Teaching and Learning, Together
The new School of Architecture has an opportunity to create a new generation of
architects who integrate FNMI wisdom, culture and needs into their work and back to
their communities.
a) How can the School of Architecture oﬀer curriculum (what is taught) and research,
that honours FNMI wisdom, culture and present-day community needs?

Table 3: Success for Future Generations
a) How can the School of Architecture prioritise Aboriginal student success, be welcoming and support the Aboriginal student population?
b) What Aboriginal student supports exist at Laurentian University, and how can these
be accessed by students at the downtown campus?

Table 4: Spirit, Place and Home - Aboriginal Spaces
What Aboriginal spaces create a sense of pride, welcoming and home for you?
Share a story of a space you know from your own experience, or from stories passed
down to you. Describe how the relationship between the space and the people using it
made it home.

Table 5: Spirit, Place and Home - Non-Aboriginal Spaces
What non-Aboriginal spaces intimidate, exclude or feel foreign you?
Share a story of a space you know from your own experience, or from stories passed
down to you, and how the space made you feel alienated?

Table 6: Spirit, Place and Home - Inauthentic Spaces
Can you recall visiting a space that you were told is Aboriginal, but it didn’t feel true to
you? What made it feel that way?

b) How can the School of Architecture recruit FNMI faculty and teachers who reflect the
experiences of Aboriginal students and the needs of Aboriginal communities?

Table 7: Spirit, Place and Home - Textures, Materials, Icons,
Shapes and Colours

Table 2: Relationships and Outreach

What Textures, Materials, Icons, Shapes and Colours help you connect with your Aboriginal identity and sense of home?

a) How can the School of Architecture build relationships with diverse FNMI
communities across the North in order to recruit new students?

Table 8: Spirit, Place and Home - The Aboriginal Learning Space

b) How might architecture students connect with and serve the design needs of
FNMI communities?

What is an Aboriginal solution to create a well-functioning space that supports people
gathering and learning together?
What is a modern Aboriginal classroom or lecture theatre?
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Idea Sharing breakout round table discussions.
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3:30pm
3:45pm

coﬀee break
where to now?

After documenting the Idea Sharing breakout sessions on flip charts and post-it notes,
through sketches, doodles and words, representatives from each group presented a
summary of their table’s discussions. The ensuing questions and lively discussions resulted in some great ideas that will undoubtedly benefit the new School of Architecture,
through the design phase of the project and into its development as a vibrant centre of
learning. A summary of each group’s findings can be found on following pages.

4:00pm

closing

Hilda Nadjiwan and Jerry Otowadjiwon, Community Elders, brought the day to a close
with their reflections on the event.
Participants were asked to fill out ballots with their contact information to indicate
whether or not they would be interested in continuing as part of the Architecture School
dialogue. Of the fifteen ballots completed, all expressed an interest in remaining involved in the process.

Idea Sharing presentations to the larger group.
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findings
The following is a documentation of the many diﬀerent ideas that were discussed by
participants at each of the eight round tables. Together, they represent an unedited
archive of the FNMI Dialogue that may prove useful in future discussions about the
development of the School, documenting all of the day’s thoughts and creating an
“equality of all voices”. It should be noted that these discussion points are a “wish
list” and a point of departure for conversation, rather than a “to do” list for the project
team.

Table 1: Teaching and Learning, Together
Table 1 discussed issues concerning pedagogy for the new School. An important point
brought up was the need for LAL to reach out to the Greater Sudbury community with
open house events, community engagement projects and partnerships with FNMI
communities. This interest in an outward focus for learning extended to their suggestion that there be “out-of-the-classroom” education, whereby students engage with
society-at-large as a learning incubator. A second point of note was the need for FNMI
content in the curriculum, including the presence of FNMI role models and faculty, the
requirement of a FNMI studies course or some grounding in FNMI culture and history.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Native role models,
• Re-write the Ministry curriculum,
• State learning goals - transferability of curriculum,
• Community engagement - projects, Glenn Gould,
• Faculty - hire from beginning, multiple voices,
• Deliver the truthful stories, ie. histories as part of curriculum,
• Critical perspective, synthetic,
• Model for Laurentian - must take a Native Studies course,
• Give students credit for what they know, prior learning,
• Open House for the LU Architecture Program, engage community,
• What is an Aboriginal idea of space?
• Street involved community,
• Pedagogy and content are diﬀerent things,
• School to have Open Houses,
• Out of the classroom - into space / field / circle / gallery / job site / community,
• Technology - CAD for intensive dual credit,
• Creativity, FNMI student needs to see themselves (cultural artifacts),
• What do you see as the culture for FNMI design?
• Have a foundation in FNMI history / culture,
• What Aboriginal contributions in Architecture exist in North America?
• Transitions - a program to bridge for FNMI students,
• Need to link with partners in the FNMI communities.

18
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Table 2: Relationships and Outreach
What do you see as the culture for FNMI design?
Table 2 dealt with building relationships between LAL and FNMI communities. A
central point of discussion called for students to engage with outlying communities
through design projects; designing, building and fixing right where people live. In
addition, it was suggested that the program look beyond traditional ways to get word
out about the School, engaging with groups such as banks, programmers, politicians
and high school guidance councillors, as well as making use of established organisations and the elders of FNMI communities. Strategies for making LAL more accessible
to FNMI students included developing trust, considering a dual-credit system, reserving a quota of spaces for FNMIs and providing a welcoming environment.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Create a website, ie. “Guide to Ruling the World”, very interactive website,
• School must be accessible to students who may not have the grades,
• Invite architecture students to do projects/build/fix structures in the community,
• Program should be structured to value the students, aim is to empower students,
• Change recruitment strategies, develop trust, think outside the box,
• Become involved with the Arts community downtown,
• Have posters with entrance requirements for the Architecture program,
• Program should encourage Cree-ativity while respecting traditional culture,
• Program students should understand Aboriginal protocols that are typical of the community,
basic language training / cultural sensitivity (awareness) for students/faculty,
• Program should develop good ties with the three existing community groups,
• Consider investigating the dual-credit system in Architecture,
• Consider introducing program to banks, programmers, politicians, etc.
• Begin informing high school students in grade 9, maintain contact with guidance
councillors,
• There should be student places reserved for Northern Ontario / there should be a designated
number of positions for Aboriginal students,
• Bring in high school Boards: Rainbow / English / French / Catholic / Private,
• Opportunity for students to learn in a multi-cultural environment,
• We must be inclusive, consider going to communities and assisting. By providing help it will
become a recruitment tool,
• Be realistic with projects, seek advice from elders and other community members,
• Make use of Aboriginal House Centre / Friendship Centre / Aboriginal Health Centre,

Table 3: Success for Future Generations

on in their studies, mentoring school groups and considering quotas. It was also felt
that the LAL buildings should incorporate FNMI culture, and that they should include a
space conducive to smudging and other distinctly FNMI activities.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Faculty and staﬀ who engage and stay engaged with students,
• Scheduling classes so students can access services at the main campus,
• Introducing architecture as a CAREER in elementary / secondary school, the home, etc.
(Aboriginal children are often channelled into particular areas).
• Quotas for ensuring school reaches out to Aboriginal students. The best students are not
always the ones with the highest marks,
• Mentoring - Architects working with groups in schools
(must include Aboriginal architects),
• Building needs to reflect on Aboriginal feel so students know they are welcome,
• Making sure students are aware of services,
• Have an appropriate space / room on site for Aboriginal Student services so people from main
campus can rotate to the site (smudging space needed),
• Must be aware of racism and students will experience some challenges accessing services, ie.
housing for example,
• Funding to go to school is important, students need to know how to access bursaries, scholarships, etc.

Table 4: Spirit, Place and Home - Aboriginal Spaces
Table 4 looked at exploring those spaces we recognise as FNMI, to reveal their essential qualities and hold them up as possible inspiration for the design of the School. The
strong relationship between FNMI communities and nature dominated this discussion.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Outside - Fir / Cedar trees + medicinal garden,
• The strong relationship with nature is important (giver of life), wood / rocks / trees / water /
fire,
• Ceremonies - smudging, change of season, celebrating the clans, elderly are part of circle even
though they are honoured,
• Accountability, to yourself and to others,
• Sense of Equality - also a sense of honesty, the CIRCLE vs. the RECTANGLE,
• Smudging space ventilation,
• Big fireplace + waterfall - fire = male, water = female,
• Aboriginal students need “markers”, “it’s like a safety net”, a special place for Native gathering,
helps to give you a backbone from which to be inclusive,

Table 3 looked at ways to make the LAL environment more welcoming and accepting
of FNMI students. As with Table 2, community outreach was seen as an important
part of successfully engaging with FNMI students; reaching potential candidates early
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Tables 5 + 6: Spirit, Place and Home Non-Aboriginal / Inauthentic Spaces

• The circle - lecture hall, entrance,
• Plant - living walls inside building,
• Indigenous materials - cedar, birch, pine, sumach, “St. Anne among the Pines”,
• White cedar - Manitoulin Island, Juniper bush - south of Sudbury,
• Lilacs and berries,
• Material - Wood (cedar and pine), Rock - shale, granite, marble, coal,
• Animate - nature, rock, living things vs Inanimate - man-made, concrete,
• NO - limestone is out of place, cast concrete, split face rock, no slag, nickel,
• New building should thank Whitefish First Nation for using this land,
• Architecture for people of the land,
• Colour - warm and earthy, brown, green, rainbow,
• Solar energy, wind energy, geothermal heat, water harvesting, recycle / reuse.

Tables 5 and 6 addressed similar questions dealing with inauthentic or alienating spaces. Those spaces lacking a relationship with nature were seen as particularly univiting, as were those spaces cut oﬀ from notions of time and change. Highly structured
hierarchical spaces, institutional settings, sterile environments and places that don’t
accommodate family rounded out the list of non-FNMI, alienating space.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Lack of Nature - smells, sounds, views of nature, feel (wind on skin),
• Big Box stores feel foreign to an Aboriginal sensibility, Lecture Halls too,
• No recognition of TIME - light, changes in seasons, change,
• Hierarchical spaces are non-Aboriginal, ie. churches - always facing a single person,
• Institutional spaces - bland walls, fluorescent lighting, light and nature,
• Sterile spaces, the opposite of spaces with character,
• Stereotypes and tokenism don’t feel right or good,
• No accommodation of FAMILY - elders and children, multiple generations,
• The circle as a space of equality and dialogue vs the linear placement of seating in traditional
Western spaces, doesn’t encourage community.

Table 7: Spirit, Place and Home Textures, Materials, Icons, Shapes and Colours
Table 7 explored the flip side to inauthentic space, looking at those components which
make for inviting, comfortable space. Once again, nature figured prominently in this
discussion, including the plant and animal worlds, the use of natural materials, natural
shapes and an appreciation of seasonal change and time. It was seen as important
that LAL’s design be broadly sustainable.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• Animal - turtle island, calendar,
• Plant - wood, boreal pine and cedar, maple sap,
• Medicine garden (spirit) - sage, tobacco, sweetgrass, cedar, berries - blueberry,
strawberry, raspberry, purification,
• Trees - standing people, represents truth, circle of life becomes soil,
• Four elements - water, earth, fire, air,
• Metal - copper, silver, ochre - paint, nickel,
• Birch bark - lodge “wigwam”, Ojibwe house, wigwam = birch bark,
• Medicine,
• Birch bark canoes, “jiimaan”,
• Water - women’s care, waterfall, veins of the earth, cycles of purity,
• Shape / icon - colours - white / red / black / yellow,
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Table 8: Spirit, Place and Home - The Aboriginal Learning Space
Table 8 brought many of the issues and ideas discussed at other tables into focus as
part of a more inclusive conversation about FNMI space. Topics included connections
to the earth and nature, the inclusion of FNMI culture and tradition in the LAL curriculum, and establishing meaningful partnerships with the Greater Sudbury FNMI communities.
These notes are a record of each group’s discussion:
• What you give makes your life meaningful,
• Whole learning - traditional learning, big picture worldly learning, a balanced learning between
the two,
• Building as compass directing outward to meaning,
• Ndinwemaagnag all my relations,
• Niigaan-e-naabin,
• Medicine wheel map of the world,
• Urban migration - Moravian towns, Aboriginal teaching lodges, contact Bruce
Stonefish, Indigenous Education Circle,
• Connection to the earth, bring earth tree to school,
• Thunderbird Lodge in Winnipeg, bring solution to problem,
• Partnering with mental health and friendship,
• Street involved community,
• Aboriginal “living / alive” room,
• Smells good, water, sunshine, food, middle building,
• Circle space, not boxes, equalizer, access to sharing,
• Power game in teachers - discussion vs. lecture = confidence,
• Humane learning, space around world = round, profoundly connected to nature.

laurentian architecture laurentienne
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design considerations
This section lists the various ways the FNMI culture could be incorporated into the
building design. Many of these ideas were generated from the Dialogue day, while
others were interpreted by the architect and steering committee present. This list is
therefore an intentionally inclusive brain-storming exercise, meant as a first pass on
generating relevant architectural ideas from the Dialogue day. We hope that many of
the ideas and themes noted here will be developed and implemented into the actual
building design.

program design
Specific spaces for FNMI in Building Program:
Elder Room
Oﬃce and teaching space for Elders
FNMI Student Room Separate student space for socializing and ceremony, in proximity
to Student Lounge
Cultural Room*
Feature assembly space in building: round form for circle
discussions, entry on east
Library
World architecture books, including traditional and modern
FNMI design

Green roof
Landscape
Landscape Wall
Seasonal
Signage
Surfaces
Water feature
Amphitheatre

Incorporating native species: blueberry, sage, sweetgrass, and
other berries
Native plants and aspen forest
A gabion wall along the railway, with a pattern of local stone,
representing the shield
Plants respond to seasonal changes
Tri-cultural, with Ojibwe way-finding (being the local tongue)
Use of local rock for landscape surfaces TBD: granite, shale,
marble
Bio-swale leading to naturalized retention pond at south
Community space for outdoor performances and ceremonies

* The naming of this room will need to be agreed to in consultation with the FNMI community.

building design
FNMI design influence on building:
Wood Structure
Reusing existing wood buildings, left exposed for teaching and
aesthetics
West Wing
Library/Classroom wing constructed using cross-laminated timber
and glulam
Passive Heating
Faces the sun for solar heat gain in winter, sunshades to reduce
summer heat gain
Energy Conservation Highly sustainable energy usage: solar, wind, geothermal
Water Conservation Rainwater harvesting used for toilets and irrigation
Art
FNMI murals by local artists, mounted in key locations
Cultural Room*
Based on the wigwam, allowing for collaborative group discussions
Curtain wall skin
Representing the FNMI weaving arts

site design
To encourage a strong relationship with nature:
Massing
Village cluster of four buildings (N, S, E & W) around a community
courtyard
New building
Plan represents an arrowhead
Courtyard
Representing the Medicine Wheel, facing cardinal directions.
Fire Pit
Community Fire Pit at centre of courtyard, or to south (depending
on Building Dept)
Garden
A “three-sisters” vegetable garden (Beans, Squash and Maize) in
courtyard
24
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curriculum

partnership development

On the curriculum side, there are clear ideas about the School of Architecture having an
Elder on staﬀ for mentoring and consulting with students. There is an idea about FNMI
knowledge being taught to the entire student body through courses in Native Studies at
the University of Sudbury as well as at Laurentian. If the School educates a generation
of FNMI architects in the next decade, following the vision of “respecting and supporting
the voices and spirit of our community at the university,” this will be the dawn of a lasting contribution to the field of architectural education.

Working closely with Laurentian’s Native Student Aﬀairs, and seeking advice from First
Nations, Métis, and Inuit leaders in the Sudbury community and the Youth Innovation
Group, as well as the advent of two transition programs for FNMI students that are in
development, are all avenues to actively attract First Nations, Métis, and Inuit students
to the study of architecture. We are excited about the opportunity to collaborate with
community members to recognise the School’s full potential.

As educators, we pursue making and thinking in ways that foster new architectural
forms. Acting together, the spaces in the new building and the voices of students runs
parallel and in harmony. As we strive towards honouring the distinct cultures within the
School and as we encourage various community members to express their voices and
share their knowledge, we become a community of scholars seeking new ways to interpret ancient practices.

recruitment
Finally, in recruiting the first students and faculty lies a unique opportunity. While Laurentian already has success in attracting FNMI students to many programs, the School
of Architecture will add to this through FNMI faculty acting as role models and mentors from its inception. For students, not only entry into the program, but mentoring
throughout the program will be key. An equally important part of this is to fund students
throughout the program, through scholarships and bursaries - a process that is just beginning.

community
So, where do we go from here?
This consultation with the FNMI community is the beginning of a dialogue that will continue to inform the actions of the building design, our recruitment strategies, and the
content of the architecture curriculum.
With regard to the building, the design will incorporate Ojibwe language in its signage
and way finding. There will be a FNMI student lounge, a round room, and an Elders’ office, all of which will be accessible for smudging and other rituals. The building is intended to make students feel at home through familiar objects and symbols. A series of
FNMI art works embedded throughout the building is another layer of meaning that we
will work on together with local artists in order to further FNMI identity within the site.
In addition to paying attention to the design of the actual building it is also important
that School take time to acknowledge the traditional lands upon which the building will
stand. In this regard Elders working with the university will be consulted on the best way
to ensure this acknowledgment is done in a good way.
26
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our team
Pre-planning Group
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark Chilton – Susan Speigel Architect / Levitt Goodman Architecture Team
Sheila Cote-Meek – Associate Vice President, Indigenous Programs, Laurentian
University (LU)
Roger Couture – Dean, Faculty of Professional Schools, Laurentian University (LU) +
LAL Steering Committee advisor
Janna Levitt – Levitt Goodman Architects, member of the Architecture Team
Carol McAulay – Vice-President, Administration, Laurentian University (LU) and Chair,
LAL Steering Committee
Suzanne Shawbonquit – Executive Director, Youth Innovation (Sudbury)
Susan Speigel – Susan Speigel Architect / Levitt Goodman Architecture Team

Community Elders
•
•

Hilda Nadjiwan – Elder at Laurentian University (LU)
Jerry Otowadjiwon – Elder at Laurentian University (LU)

Presenters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jake Chakasim – Graduate, School of Architecture, Ryerson University (Toronto)
Sheila Cote-Meek – Associate Vice President, Indigenous Programs, Laurentian University (LU)
Keesic Douglas – Outreach Consultant, Aboriginal Visual Culture Program,
OCAD University
Sara Heppner-Waldston – Graphic Recorder, Saragrafix
Ted Kesik – Professor in the Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Design,
University of Toronto
Carol McAulay – Vice President, Administration, Laurentian University (LU)
Suzanne Shawbonquit – Executive Director, Youth Innovation (Sudbury)

Idea Sharing Facilitators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Kate Bowman – Project Staﬀ + Coordinator, Laurentian Architecture Laurentienne (LAL)
Jake Chakasim – Graduate, School of Architecture, Ryerson University (Toronto)
Mark Chilton – Susan Speigel Architect, member of the Architecture Team
Sheila Cote-Meek – Associate Vice President, Indigenous Programs, Laurentian
University (LU)
Roger Couture – Dean, Faculty of Professional Schools, Laurentian University (LU) +
LAL Steering Committee advisor
Aaron Dent – Halsall Associates
Keesic Douglas – Outreach Consultant, Aboriginal Visual Culture Program,
OCAD University
Terrance Galvin – Professor + Founding Director, Laurentian University,
School of Architecture (LAL)
Dean Goodman – Levitt Goodman Architects, member of the Architecture Team.
Ted Kesik – Professor in the Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Design,
University of Toronto
Mark Kuznicki – Facilitator, The Moment
Janna Levitt – Levitt Goodman Architects, member of the Architecture Team
Carol McAulay – Vice President, Administration, Laurentian University (LU)
Susan Speigel – Susan Speigel Architect, member of the Architecture Team
Pamela Toulouse – Professor in the School of Education, Laurentian University (LU)
David Warne – Levitt Goodman Architects, member of the Architecture Team
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Knowledgeable Advisors
•
Herb Nabigon – Professor in the School of Native Human Services, Laurentian University (LU)
•
Angela Recollet – Executive Director of Shkagamik-Kwe Health Centre, Discussion Preplanning Group
•
Carmen Robillard – Trillium Foundation, Discussion Group
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“Gaining control of the production of space at
all scales, ranging from resolving land claims
to building inspiring institutions and designing
dignified, healthy dwellings, is a challenge
that, for the most part, still awaits First
Nations people in Canada.”
The Production of Aboriginal Spaces : Musagetes text quotes
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Herb Nabigon
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Table 8 - Presentation of ideas to the larger group.
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Group discussion animation panel 1.
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Group discussion animation panel 2.
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Group discussion animation panel 2 - Updated Version.
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1. Dialogue Invitation Poster.

2. Dialogue Sign-in Sheet.

SPACECREATESKINͲNECTIONS
BUILDINGRELATIONSHIPS

SIGNͲINSHEET

FIRSTNATIONS,METIS,INUITDIALOGUEDAYAGENDA
NAME/NOM

EMAIL

PHONENUMBER/TÉLÉPHONE

ADDRESS/ADRESSE

VIDEO DOCUMENTARY INTERVIEW RELEASE FORM
Mysignaturebelowwillconfirmmyagreementwithfilmmaker/videographer,
ChristianElliott(andtheInsightMediaWorksInc.Crew),hislegalrepresentativesandassignsInsightMediaWorksInc.
andLaurentianArchitectureregardingthedispositionofvideodocumentaryandphotographsofinterviewsandfootage
conductedwithme,_______________________(NAME),onJanuary24th,2012,forLaurentianArchitecture’s“Video
Webisodes”.
Iunderstandthattherecordingbothofmeand,ifapplicable,mypropertyat
111LARCHStreet,Sudbury,ON,LUArchitectureOffice,andtranscripts(iftranscribed)oftheinterview(s)willbe
maintainedandmadeavailableindefinitelybythefilmmaker/photographerforsuchresearch,production(e.g.,radio,
television,filmfestivals,WorldWideWeb,exhibitions,relatedadvertisements),andeducationalpurposesasthe
filmmaker/photographershalldetermine.
Iherebygrant,andtransfertothefilmmaker/photographerallrights,title,andinterestintheinterviewandvideo
documentaryfootage,includingwithoutlimitationtheliteraryrightsandthecopyright.Iherebyrelease
fil
filmmaker/photographer,hislegalrepresentativesandassigns,InsightMediaWorksInc.andLaurentianArchitecture
k / h t
h hi l l
t ti
d i
I i ht M di W k I
dL
ti A hit t
fromallclaimsandliabilityrelatingtosaiddocumentaryandphotographs.
Thefilmmaker/photographeragreestoretaintheintegrityoftheparticipant'simageandvoice,neithermisrepresenting
theinterviewee'swordsnortakingthemoutofcontext.
IattestthatIhavevoluntarilyagreedtobeinterviewedandthatthisdocumentcontainstheentireandcomplete
agreementconcerningtheuseandpreservationofmyintervieworparticipationinthisevent.

SignatureofParticipant:___________________________________________________,January24th,2012
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3. Dialogue Agenda.

4. Dialogue Feedback Ballots..

KIN-NECTIONS
laurentianarchitecturelaurentienne
SPACECREATESKINͲNECTIONS
BUILDINGRELATIONSHIPS

FIRSTNATIONS,METIS,INUITDIALOGUEDAYAGENDA

10:00AM

ALL

SignIn

10 30 AM
10:30AM

Moderator MC
ModeratorͲMC
CentreforYouthInnovation.caandAPCS

S
SuzanneShawbonquit
Sh b
it

ELDERS

HildaNadjiwan,
JerryOtowadjiwon

HEADOFSTEERINGCOMMITTEE

CarolMcAulay

LUAssoc.VicePresident,Academicand
LU
Assoc Vice President Academic and
IndigenousPrograms,ProfessorintheSchool
ofNativeHumanServices

SheilaCoteͲMeek

OPENINGͲSUZANNESETSTHETONEANDIDEAOFTHEDAY
OPENING SUZANNE SETS THE TONE AND IDEA OF THE DAY

AboriginalArchitect,MastersThesison
InterpretiveAboriginalArchitectureat
R
RyersonUniversity,
U i
it
Filmmaker,OCADUTransitionalyear
programforNativeStudies,Modern
AboriginalCulturalProducer

JakeChakasimin
conversationwith
conversation
with
KeesicDouglas

SustainabilityEngineer,ProfEng.,Uof
T,onDesignteam

TedKesick

LevittGoodmanArchitects
Levitt
Goodman Architects
Partner

JannaLevitt

12:30PM

Would you like
to continue to
be involved in
the process?

NO

I would prefer not to participate in the future.

MAYBE

I am unsure, but please keep me informed.

EldersopentheDialogue
SpeakstothehistoryofthedevelopmentNewschoolofArchitecture
SpeaktotheimportanceofAboriginaleducationalinitiativesatLaurentian.Alsoisthetransitional
introductionto"whatweneedyouasagrouptohelpuswithtoday"

ConversationnarrativebetweenKeesicDouglasandJakeChakasimabouthowayoungAboriginalfrom
AttawapiskatFirstNation,findshimselfaMastersStudentatRyersonUniversity
JakeandKeesicspeakaboutstoriesofjourneysbyotherAboriginalsfromfarreachesofCanadatoUrban
centrestostudyVisualArtsandArchitectureWITH
Question+AnswerDIALOGUE
Sustainability=AboriginalCultureofNatureandSpiritofPlace
7GenerationsandCircleofLifeasdeeplyimbeddedintheDNAoftheproject
Presentation on inspirations and process of the design of the Architecture School Introducing the
PresentationoninspirationsandprocessofthedesignoftheArchitectureSchool.Introducingthe
TransitionalMomentto"whatwearedoinghereandweneedyourhelpandideastocomebackintoour

LUNCHCateredbyAnnͲMarieRecollect+BridgetElliotfortheN'SwakamokFriendshipCentre
DuringthelunchandcoffeebreaksͲVideosbyJakeChakasim,JulesKoostachin,KeesicDouglas,TedKeesic,
JannaLevittandallLUPresentationBoardsoftheprojecttodatespreadaroundtheroomtobeattendedto
by1or2FacilitatorsͲsmallergroupquestionandanswertalks.

Videos,PowerPointandDisplayBoardsfrom
LUArchitectureSchoolPresentationstodate
TheMomentͲInnovationStudio

MarkKuznicki
SaraHeppnerͲWaldston

3:30 PM
3:30PM

Cast your vote with an “x”
in the circle of your choice.
Write any additional comments
on the back of this card.

YES

I would like to participate in possible future consultations.

Facilitators
Documenters

4:00PM

KIN-NECTIONS
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Name:
Email:
Phone:

Would you like
to continue to
be involved in
the process?

NO

I would prefer not to participate in the future.

MAYBE

I am unsure, but please keep me informed.

IDEASHARING
FacilitatorandDocumenterpresent1ofthe8"richquestions"totheirgroup(8tables)
FreerangediscussionofALLideaswith2Facilitator/tableͲgroupchanges3times
IdeasreͲorganizedbytheDocumenterandFacilitatorandpresentedbacktolargegroup
IllustratorusesconceptdrawingproducedthroughoutthedayanddownloadsintoVisiondrawing

COFFEE BREAK with coffee drinks water nut packages cheese fresh fruit plate
COFFEEBREAKwithcoffee,drinks,water,nutpackages,cheese,freshfruitplate

3:45PM

Cast your vote with an “x”
in the circle of your choice.
Write any additional comments
on the back of this card.

YES

I would like to participate in possible future consultations.

Communicationof/orparticipationinprocessandprogress?FutureConsultations?
"Ballotslip”Feedbackwithnamesofpeoplewishingtobeinvolvedonsomelevel

CLOSING
ELDERS

HildaNadjiwan,
Jerry Otowadjiwon
JerryOtowadjiwon

Facilitators
andDocumenters

SusanSpeigel
MarkChilton

EldersCLOSEtheDialogue
JannaLevitt/DeanGoodman/DavidWarne/TerryGalvin/SheilaCoteͲMeek/PamelaToulouse/KateBowman/
CarolMcAulay/AngelaRecollet/JakeChakasim/TedKesick/KeesicDouglasͲWITHNewsReporters,
INSIGHTMEDIAWORKSDocumentingtheday

KIN-NECTIONS
laurentianarchitecturelaurentienne
Would you like
to continue to
be involved in
the process?
Cast your vote with an “x”
in the circle of your choice.
Write any additional comments
on the back of this card.
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Phone:

STORYTELLING

11:30AM

1:00PM

ARRIVAL,Coffee,Tea,Bannock+Jams,FreshFruitPlate+Cheese

Name:
Email:
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Name:
Email:
Phone:

NO

I would prefer not to participate in the future.

MAYBE

I am unsure, but please keep me informed.

YES

I would like to participate in possible future consultations.
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“Sudbury has the potential to become
a major site in Aboriginal initiatives
towards the production of space.”
The Production of Aboriginal Spaces : Musagetes text quotes
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First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Consultation
Tuesday, January 24th, 2012, 10am - 4pm
St. Andrew’s Place,
111 Larch Street, Sudbury
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Event Contacts:
sudbury@ssastudio.com
laurenti
an architecture laurentienne
(416)
656-2244

